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Reddish Re enerationg
ABOUT THE PROJECT

This is a potential answer to the problems of anti-social behaviour in

Reddish - to create a focal point for activity, social events, sports for all

youth in the area and all adults who want to engage in the community.

It is the only location in Reddish that might be upgraded to take such

facilities and sustain them long term.

If approved and supported then a suitable trust may be established to

be funded for the long term costs of sustaining the entire site and most

staff overheads for a century or more.

Could this work for Reddish, Stockport and the rest of the world?

You tell me.

Should we be inspired by the likes of Hogwarts or make generations of

children suffer the dull dread of sitting in a cheap shoddy box building?

Do we want to invest in our future, or slash budgets to the bones?

This my challenge and question - do you want to make a stand against

decline and take a step into a better future?

This plan for Reddish Vale school is one answer to the challenge of

stimulating a revival of the community.  If this model works here then

we take it around the town, the country and the world to give future

generations a real commitment to their futures.

It doesn’t have to be this grand, most children can learn to become

masters of their talents with the most meagre resources, but if we can

give them more then they could reach the stars.

My plan brings together public support, with or without government

assistance, and profits from outside investments to share the rewards in

the community.  Supporters share in the profits, their children share in

the school and the community share in the benefits of a modern, state-

of-the-art focal point to address and reduce the effects of anti-social

behaviour coming from deep neglect over many decades.

This illustration is NOT the final answer.  There are many small details

to address, from the school, the staff, the education authority, the town

hall, central government and the community, so I will not spend too

much time on detailing more than this sketch for your attention.

If my proposals are approved and supported by public and other

subscriptions then it is likely this, or something very much like it, will be

built in the next four or five years.  Children beginning Primary school

now could look forward to attending this new cathedral of the

community by the time they complete their primary schooling.

Obstacles will need to be overcome, so tell me today, will this work?

Michael Bond

1st, January, 2020

� Archery
� Badminton
� Basketball
� Boxing
� Dance
� Defence Against The Dark Arts
� Engineering & Mechanics
� Fencing
� Football
� Kayaking
� Martial Arts/self-defence
� Meditation/mindfulness
� Netball
� Tennis
� Sailing
� Scuba diving
� Squash
� Swimming
� Water polo
� Yoga

Outdoor Courts/
Playgrounds?

Public Car Parking,
co-operative deal
with Morrisons
around the corner?


